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NO. 1 CROSSBAR SYSTEM

1. GBNBRAL 
Scope
1.01 This specification applies to small 

No. 1 crossbar offices having two
district and two incoming link frames, and 
covers minimum equipment quantities for 
offices of this size.
Description
1.02 Offices larger than this are engi

neered in accordance with the minimum
requirements contained in the various cross
bar frame specifications, i.e., on a basis 
of a minimum of three originating and three 
terminating markers, four office link 
frames, four interrupter frames, and two 
each of certain of the connector frames.
1.03 In offices of the size covered by 

this specification, these minimums
can be reduced, since the traffic loads 
encountered do not in general warrant ap
plying the same standards as are used in 
larger offices. Accordingly, where the 
traffic and maintenance requirements can be 
met satisfactorily, a minimum of two 
originating and two terminating markers, 
two office link frames, two interrupter and 
two miscellaneous frames, and one each of 
the several kinds of connector frames will 
be specified.
1.04 Also listed herein are certain test

ing equipments which will be omitted
in the smaller offices if the Telephone 
Company so specifies.
2. BqPIPMSNT 
general
2.01 The various link and connector frames 

shall be equipped with cut-in and
preference relays for three markers. This 
is to facilitate the installation of the 
third marker when required later, and to 
avoid the additional J-specification lists 
that would be needed if the frames were 
equipped for two markers only. The normal
ly-made contacts on the preference relays 
for the third marker, through which chain 
leads are carried, shall be strapped out 
to insure a closed circuit at these points.
Originating and Terminating Markers
2.02 A minimum of two each of these cir

cuits is specified when the originat
ing and terminating traffic, respectively,

can be carried by one marker. The second 
marker of each type is for maintenance.
Both terminating markers shall be equipped 
for no-test and other special calls.
2.03 In the event an originating marker 

frame from another office is reused
in a 2-marker group, it should be brought 
into agreement with issues 28-B and 36-B 
of SD-25016-01 as outlined in PBM's 2205 
and 2389. These changes have to do with 
condenser timing, and effect savings in 
marker holding time.
Office Link Frames
2.04 When two office link frames only are 

specified, they shall constitute a
pair, and in conjunction with the two dis
trict link frames will use the 2D-20 office 
junctor pattern.
Subgrouping of Subscriber Senders
2.05 J27550 and J27951, covering the sub

scriber sender link and the originat
ing sender frames, specify three subgroups 
for 15 or less senders and a minimum of 
five subgroups for 16 or more senders. In 
general, an office with two district frames 
will not require more than 30 senders. 
Accordingly, for this case the above J- 
specification requirements are modified to 
call for three subgroups for 30 senders or 
less.
2.06 When, due to growth, the number of 

senders exceeds 30, two additional
subgroups should be provided and the sender 
multiple enlarged to five subgroups. This 
avoids a second multiple rearrangement 
which would be necessary if the pattern 
was enlarged first to four subgroups and 
extended later to five subgroups. The 
assignment of senders to the subgroups 
should follow present practices as out
lined in T27550 insofar as practicable 
without changing the sender frame cabling 
to the existing subgroups.
Connector Frames
2.07 J28750 for the originating marker 

connector frame specifies a minimum
of two frames and three conneotors. For 
the 2-distrlot link, 2-incoming link case, 
this is reduced to one frame, minimum, and 
three conneotors.
2.08 J28850 for the terminating marker 

connector frame specifies a minimum
of two frames and four connectors. For
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1. GENERAL 

Scope 

1.01 This specification applies to small 
No. 1 crossbar offices having two 

district and two incoming link frames, and 
covers minimum equipment quantities tor 
offices or this size. 

Description 

1.02 Offices larger than this are engi-
neered in accordance with the minimum 

requirements contained in the various erase
bar frame specifications, i.e., on a basis 
or a minimum or three originating and three 
terminating markers, tour office link 
frames, four interrupter frames, and t'WO 
each or certain or the connector frames. 

1.03 In offices or the size covered by 
this specification, these minimums 

can be reduced, since the traffic loads 
encountered do not in general warrant ap
plying the same standards as are used in 
larger offices. Accordingly where the 
traffic and maintenance requ!rements can be 
met satisfactorily, a minimum or two 
originating and two terminating markers, 
two office link frames, two interrupter and 
two miscellaneous frames, and one each or 
the several kinds or connector frames will 
be specified. 

1.04 Also listed herein are certain test
ing equipments which will be omitted 

in the smaller offices if the Telephone 
Company so specifies. 

2. EQUIP?mNT 

General 

2 .01 The various link and connector frames 
shall be equipped w1 th cut-in and 

preference relays for three markers. This 
is to facilitate the installation or the 
third marker when required later, and to 
avoid the additional J-specification lists 
that would be needed if the frames were 
equipped tor two markers only. The normal
ly-made contacts on the preference relays 
tor the third marker, through which chain 
leads are carried, shall be strapped out 
to insure a closed circuit at these points. 

Originating and Terminating Markers 

2.02 A mini.mum or two each or these cir
cuits is specified when the originat

ing and terminating traffic, respectively, 

can be carried by one marker. The second 
marker or each type is tor maintenance. 
Both terminating markers shall be equipped 
tor no-test and other special calls. 

2.03 In the event an originating marker 
frame rrom another office is reused 

in a 2-marker group, it should be brought 
into agreement w1 th issues 28-B and 36-B 
or SD-25016-01 as outlined in PEM's 2205 
and 2389. These changes have to do with 
condenser timing, and effect savings in 
marker holding time. 

Office Link Frames 

2.04 When two office link frames only are 
specified, they shall constitute a 

pair, and in conjunction with the two dis
trict link frames will use the 2D-20 office 
Junctor pattern. 

Subgrouping or Subscriber Senders 

2.05 J27550 and J2795l, covering the sub-
scriber sender link and the originat

ing sender frames, specify three subgroups 
tor 15 or less senders and a minimum of 
five subgroups tor 16 or more senders. In 
general, an office with two district frames 
will not require more than 30 senders. 
Accordingly,ror this case the above J
specitication requirements are modified to 
call tor three subgroups for 30 senders or 
less. 

2.06 When, due to growth, the number or 
senders exceeds 30, two additional 

subgroups should be provided and the sender 
multiple enlarged to rive subgroups. This 
avoids a second multiple rearrangement 
which would be necessary if the pattern 
was enlarged first to four subgroups and 
extended later to five subgroups. The 
assignment or senders to the subgroups 
should follow present practices as out
lined in J27550 insofar as practicable 
without changing the sender frame cabling 
to the existing subgroups. 

Connector Frames 

2.07 J28750 for the originating marker 
connector frame specifies a minimum. 

or two fre.mes and three connectors. For 
the 2-distriot link, 2-incoming link case, 
this is reduced to one frame, minimum, and 
three connectors. 

2.08 J28850 for the terminating marker 
connector frame specifies a minimum 

of two frames and four connectors. For 
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the small office case, this is changed to 
one frame, minimum, and connector circuits 
as required.
8.09 The line junctor connector frame has 

a oapacity of four line junctor con
nectors, and the line choice connector 
frame has a capacity of two connectors.
For the small office case, a minimum of 
one each of these frames may be furnished.
2.10 The number group connector frame has 

a capacity of four circuits, and shall
be furnished as required for the circuits 
specified. The requirement in paragraph 5.23 
of J27852 that not more than two number group 
connectors for one office of a oomblned 
terminating group be placed on a frame and 
that the connectors occupy alternate posi
tions, is waived for the small offioe oase.
Interrupter Frames
2.11 A minimum of two instead of four 

interrupter frames may be furnished
for an initial unit not exceeding two 
originating and two terminating markers, two 
district, and two incoming frames. With 
the growth of the offioe to three district 
or three inooming frames or three markers 
of either type, two additional interrupter 
frames should be provided for the added 
equipment, and the 4-frame assignment pat
tern followed as nearly as possible without 
reoabling the existing interrupters.
2.12 There accordingly will be two typioal 

patterns for the distribution of
cirouits to the interrupter frames; one for 
four frames or more, and one for two frames 
with provision for growth to four frames.
Miscellaneous Frames
2.13 For the smallest size of offioe, a 

minimum of two miscellaneous frames
is furnished, the requirement that the 
sender seleotor units be assigned over 
three frames being waived. The 2-district, 
2-inooming frame size of offioe will usually 
be limited to one floor, and for this oase, 
two or three miscellaneous frames will 
generally suffice. Where three frames are 
required, the sender selector units will of 
course be assigned to all three bays.
Testing Equipment
2.14 The Telephone Company may elect to 

omit the following testing equipment
in the smaller offices.

(a) Testing Equipment for Outgoing and 
Inooming Trunks (Bxcept AC kP in

coming Trunks): In offices having a
large number of outgoing and incoming 
trunks, it is the practice to provide 
an automatic incoming trunk test frame 
with its associated connector frame 
for making tests of full seleotor out
going trunks and for making continuity

and polarity tests on all outgoing 
trunks. Also, a wagon-type incoming 
trunk test set is provided, chiefly for 
locating trouble in trunk cirouits liven
ing from other offloes. For general 
testing of trunk circuits and trunk con
ductors, a manually operated outgoing 
trunk test frame is provided, on which 
are located the test and make busy jacks 
for all outgoing trunks. The outgoing 
trunk test frame has features for mak
ing all the tests made by the automatic 
and wagon-type test oircuits, and ac
cordingly, in the smaller offioea. the 
Telephone Company may elect to omit the 
automatic and wagon-type test oircuits.
(b) Testing Bqulpment for Terminating 

Senders (Kroept AC KP  Senders): iui 
automatic test frame is usually provided 
for testing terminating senders. An 
alternative method of testing these 
senders in small offices is to provide 
the test selection circuit for the out
going trunk test frame, and send test 
calls through the incoming trunks. The 
test selection unit is used to select the particular sender to be tested.
With this arrangement the tests are 
limited to the detection of troubles 
already affecting servioe. A minimum 
of ten number terminations is neoessary 
to make tests for all the thousands, hundreds, tens, and units digits. The 
test selection circuit oan be used for 
selecting revertive pulse terminating 
and B senders, whether central or non- 
central, but is not at present arranged 
for selecting dial pulse terminating 
senders. Provision for selecting the 
latter type of sender will be made when required.
(c) Testing Equipment for AC KP Incom

ing Trunks and Senders: The out
going trunk test frame is not arranged 
for sending test calls through an AC KP 
trunk. In order to make use of the out* 
going trunk test frame for testing AC KP trunks and senders, it will be neo
essary to provide a KP feature equiva
lent to that available for the wagon- 
type incoming trunk test set and provide 
the neoessary AC frequencies. Consider* 
ation will be given to providing these 
features when the occasion arises. 
Fending the development of these ar
rangements, it will be necessary where 
AC KP trunks and senders are involved to 
specify the facilities now available.
(d) Controller Trouble Indicator

frame: This may be omitted by the
Telephone Company in small offioes.
(e) Miscellaneous Testing Kquipment: 

Other testing equipments that may 
be omitted as a permanent part of the 
central offioe testing equipment are:
Call-through test set
12A transmission measuring set
Dial tester circuits
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the small ottice case, this is changed to 
one tram.e, minimum, and connector circuits 
as required. 
2.09 The line junctor connector trame has 

a capacity ot tour line Junctor con
nectors, and the line choice connector 
trame has a capacity ot two connectors. 
For the small ottice case, a minimum ot 
one each ot these trames may be :furnished. 
2.10 The number group connector trame has 

a capacity ot tour circuits, and shall 
be :furnished as required tor the circuits 
specified. The requirement in paragraph 5.23 
ot J27852 that not more than two number group 
connectors tor one ottice ot a combined 
terminating group be placed on a trame and 
that the connectors occupy alternate posi
tions, 1s waived tor the small ottice case. 
Interrupter Fram.es 
2.11 A minimum ot two instead ot tour 

interrupter tram.es may be :furnished 
tor an initial unit not exceeding two 
originating end two terminating markers, two 
district, and two incoming tram.es. With 
the growth ot the ottice to three district 
or three incoming tram.es or three markers 
ot either type, two additional interrupter 
tram.ea should be provided tor the added 
equiJ;111ent, and the 4-trame assignment pat
tern tollowed as nearly as possible without 
recabling the existing interrupters. 
2.12 There accordingly will be two typical 

patterns tor the distribution ot 
circuits to the interrupter trames; one tor 
tour trames or more, and one tor two tram.es 
with provision tor growth to tour trames. 
lliscellaneoua Frames 
2.13 For the smallest size ot ottice, a 

minimum ot two miscellaneous tramea 
is furnished, the requirement that the 
sender selector units be assigned over 
three trames being waived. The 2-district, 
a-incoming trame size ot ottioe will usually 
be limited to one tloor, and tor this case, 
two or three miscellaneous frames will 
generally suttice. Where three trames are 
required, the sender selector units will ot 
pourse be assigned to all three bays. 
Testing Eguipment 

2.14 The Telephone Company may elect to 
omit the tollowing testing equipment 

in the smaller ottices. 
(a) Teati ent tor Out oi and 

nco s ce k n-
comi s : n o t ces hav ng a 

arge num er ot outgoing and incoming 
trunks, it is the practice to provide 
an automatic incoming trunk test trame 
with its associated connector trame 
tor ma.king tests ot tull selector out
going trunks and tor ma.king continuity 
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and polarity tests on all outgoing 
trunks. Also, a wagon-type incoming 
trunk test set is provided, chietly tor 
loo a ting trouble in trunk circuits 1.aoom
ing trom other ottices. :ror general 
testing ot trunk circuits end trunk con
ductors, a manually operated outgoing 
trunk teat trame is provided, on which 
are located the teat and make busy Jacka 
tor all outgoing trunks. The outgoing 
trunk test frame has teaturea tor malt
ing all the tests made by the automatic 
and wagon-type teat circuits and ac
cordingly, in the smaller otticea, the 
Telephone Company may elect to o.au.t the 
automatic and wagon-type test circuits. 

(b) Testiq E~1!;ent tor TerminatiPfn 
Senf•!:! (_ce t I~ KP Sen~ers): 

automat C es frame 8 usual y provided 
tor testing terminating senders. An 
alternative method ot testing these 
senders in small ottices is to provide 
the test selection circuit tor the out
going trunk test trame, and send test 
calls through the incoming trunks. The 
test selection unit is used to select 
the particular sender to be tested. 
With this arrangement the teats are 
limited to the detection ot troubles 
already attecting aervioe. A minimum 
ot ten number terminations is necessary 
to make tests tor all the thousands.._ 
hundreds, tens, and uni ts digits. ·me 
teat selection circuit can be used tor 
selecting revertive pulse terminating 
and B senders! whether central or non
central, but a not at present arranged 
tor selecting dial pulse terminating 
senders. Provision tor selecting the 
latter type ot sender will be made 
when required. 

(c) Test~ui@lent tor AC KP Incom-
i~ an Senders: The out-

going runk test frame is not arranged 
tor sending test calls through an AC KP 
trunk. In order to make use ot the ou 1;,o 
goi~ trunk test trame ror testing AC 
KP trunks and senders, t will be nec
essary to provide a KP feature equiva
lent to that available tor the wagon
type incoming trunk test set and prov.ide 
the necessary AC trequencies. Conside11-
ation will be given to providing these 
features when the occasion arises. 
Pending the development ot these ar
rangements it will be necessary where 
AC KP t~s and senders are involvedto 
specify the tacilities now available. 

(d) Controller Trouble Indicator 
Frame: Th!s may be omitted by the 

Telephone Company in small otticea. 

(e) Miscellaneous Testing l!:quirant: 
Other testing equipnents tat may 

be omitted as a permanent part ot the 
central ottice testing equipment are: 

Call-through test set 
12A transmission measuring set 
Dial tester circuits 


